Tactical Interrogation Report

FROM: [REDACTED]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman (al-Mawla)

Report No: [REDACTED]

Alias: None

Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan

Captive Tag #: M060108-01

Interrogator: [REDACTED]

Date/Time: 151730C JAN 08

Language Used: AD

Interpreter: [REDACTED]

Maps Used: [REDACTED]

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08

Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQI fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IZ
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date / Place of birth: October 1976 / Mahalabiyah, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim-Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 Inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- Detainee provided a physical description for Abu Mahir, the possible overall Mosul Admin amir.
Detainee provided a physical description for Abu Mahir the possible overall Admin Amir in Mosul.

**INDIVIDUAL**

Alias: Abu Mahir
Role in insurgency: 
Links with other insurgents: 
Age: 37 
Height: 68 Inches 
Weight: 200 Lbs 
Build: Chubby 
Hair: Black 
Hairstyle: Bald at The Front and Hair brushed To The Back. 
Eyes: Unknown 
Glasses: Yes 
Facial Hair: Short Beard and Moustache 
Clothing: Pants and Shirt 
Scars, Marks, Tattoos: None No 
Distinguishing Characteristics: Round Face 
Jewelry: No 
Skin Color: Light Brown 
Teeth: Full Teeth 
Nationality: IZ 
Ethnicity: Arab 
Languages: IZ with Mosul Accent 

Phone number: Yes
Email: Unknown
Weapons: Unknown

Originally, from the North area – Detainee last saw Abu Mahir on the DOC in the car with Harith. 

No deception indicated

Detainee described the type of documents produced by ISi and how they may be used.
On a monthly basis ISi fighters will submit reports of contacts with CF to the media cell which will then format and print newsletters to be distributed to Mosques, schools and other ISi locations.

The ISi media cell will also produce letters to the families of individuals who have been killed in error by ISi. Compensation for such deaths is not normally paid.

The ISi media office will also produce printed disclaimers when particular buildings or areas are attacked which blame others for the attacks.

The ISi Admin office will also maintain a list of all those members of ISi in a given area. This list, sometimes accompanied by a unique membership number, is used as the basis of the monthly salary payment process.

The ISi Admin office will also produce accounts for groups on a monthly basis showing income and expenditure.

Other documents were produced as necessary to warn shopkeepers of practices which were unacceptable to ISi or to house holders to vacate their residences in order for ISi to use their facilities.

Part IV: Remarks:

[Redacted text]

Detainee is providing a lot of information on ISi associates.

Detainee seems to be more cooperative with every session.

[Redacted text]